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Dear Valued Brooks Customer, 

Summer is upon us. It’s the time of year we spend with fam-
ily: taking vacations, splashing around in the pool, barbecu-
ing, and otherwise enjoying life and the great outdoors. It’s 
also a time for us here at Brooks to reflect on all of the new 
things we’ve brought to the table. We are encouraged by the 
overwhelming response to our new Compliance Guide App, 
but there are still a number of you who haven’t taken advan-
tage of its awesome benefits. If you’re a Rewards member, 
and have yet to download this App onto your smartphone, 
you’re missing out on a great tool that references NFPA codes 

and federal requirements. And if you’re not a Rewards member, what are you waiting 
for? You can sign up today at brooksequipment.com to take advantage of this and other 
valuable benefits.

Over the past 70+ years, we have had the privilege of working with various associations 
in our industry. But I want to recognize two in particular for their longstanding ser-
vice to our industry—NAFED (National Association of Fire Equipment Distributors) and 
FFEDA (Florida Fire Equipment Dealers Association). Both of these groups are celebrat-
ing their 50th Anniversaries this year. I want to thank them for their commitment and 
contribution to the fire equipment industry.

At Brooks, we are constantly involved with legislative efforts that affect our industry. 
We continue to work with FEMA (Fire Equipment Manufacturers Association), advocat-
ing legislation that protects lives and property. Each year, legislation is proposed that 
attempts to undermine the work our industry does to ensure equipment is where it needs 
to be and that it is in good working order. Brooks is committed to influencing this type 
of shortsighted legislation, because we believe in the work that our industry does and 
know that it helps save lives. You can find a legislative update in this issue of Hot Topics 
to see some of the bills we are currently tracking.

We have also introduced some great new products this year. If you haven’t ordered them 
yet, you may be missing revenue opportunities as well as tools to increase productivity. 
Find information on some of our new products, including our Stand Off Brackets, in the 
Brooks Product Gallery at the back of this issue.

As always, Hot Topics is full of interesting articles. Our technical experts work hard to 
provide you with this valuable content, so I encourage you to read it and hope that you 
find it both insightful and profitable. 

From everyone at Brooks Equipment, we thank you for making us your first choice!
Sincerely,

Tim Foughty 
President

“The Brooks Reward Program has been 
great. The E-newsletters, educational 
information, and code updates help keep 
our technicians up to date on the important 
issues in our industry. The Compliance 
Guide App for our phones and the 
personalized flyers have also been helpful 
and increased sales in each of our divisions. 
Each BECO representative has been very 
friendly and answered all my questions.”

– Kent Rasmussen, Metro Fire Equipment 

July
25th - Minneapolis, MN
August
8th – Atlanta, GA
22nd – Kansas City, MO
September
12th – Cincinnati, OH
26th – Denver, CO
To register, visit www.brooksequipment.com
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Brooks continues to track state legislation and code updates through our membership in the Fire Equipment Manufacturers 
Association.  Below is the latest information available for the states with recent changes or active proposed changes.

Status of State Legislation as of June, 2012

State Bill # Summary Status

Arkansas Editorial changes to licensing laws for sprinklers, extinguishing systems,  
and extinguishers

Filed October 2012

California Changes to Title 19 extinguisher maintenance standards  
(updates to match NFPA 10)

Filed November 2012

Delaware Fire code update to 2010 NFPA 10 Updated

Hawaii HB 369, task force to address the risk of residential kitchen fires Passed House, in Senate

Kentucky Adoption of 2012 NFPA 1 Adopted

Louisiana Adoption of 2012 NFPA 1 and 2013 NFPA 10 Adopted

Minnesota Adoption of 2012 IFC, with 906.1 exception to eliminate extinguishers  
(FEMA organizing write-in campaign)

Adopted

Missouri HB 938, establish state fire code based on ICC Second reading in House

Missouri HB 491, fire equpment distributors licensing legislation Referred to Committee

Missouri HB 384, fire sprinkler contractors, voluntary registration Voted to pass in House

New Jersey AB 2596, repeal requirement for residential extinguishers Second reading  
in Assembly

New Jersey HB 1570, requires extinguishing systems in new residential construction Passed House,  
in Senate Committee

New York State fire code adoption (IFC), deletes requirement for dry chemical  
systems at gas stations

Adopted

New York State AB 987 and AB 97, tax law exemption for certain items including fire  
protection equipment

Referred to  
House Committee

Oklahoma Adoption of 2010 NFPA 10 Adopted

Oklahoma SB 347, transfers licensing responsibilities from health dept to fire marshal Signed by Governor

Pennsylvania Sprinkler licensing to have at least one employee that is NICET certified Referred to  
House Committee

Texas HB 2447, allows fire marshal to levy fines for license issues Passed House, in Senate

Utah HB 217, update to 2010 NFPA 10 and 2012 IFC, 906.1 exception to eliminate 
extinguishers added back in

Adopted

Vermont Adoption of 2012 NFPA 1 Adopted

Brooks Tracks State Legislation
By Mark Conroy

“I am a great believer in luck, and I find the harder I work, the more I have of it.”  
~ Thomas Jefferson
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By Todd Warner

ITM for Building  
Smoke Detection Systems

Feature

Continued on page 4

Fire alarm systems help ensure a reasonable level of life safety 
in buildings by alerting occupants to the presence of fire, which 
allows them to move to a safe location. But the systems need to be 
installed and maintained correctly in order to provide the expected 
indication and alarm. The best way to assure that these systems 
will perform as intended during an emergency is to follow the 
inspection, testing, and maintenance (ITM) requirements outlined 
in Chapter 14 of NFPA 72, Fire Alarm and Signaling System Code 
(the Code).

The most widely used initiating device is the smoke detector. 
Today, most smoke detectors in commercial buildings use photo- 
electric technology to detect particles of combustion. For this type 
detector, light is reflected off smoke particles and picked up by 
a sensor. Most detectors manufactured today include advanced  
signal processing that minimizes unwanted alarms. It is extremely 
important that the technician servicing these detectors understands 
the nuances of these devices when performing the required ITM. 

The technician must observe airflow to 
and around the smoke detector during 
the inspection. Air movement can dilute 
smoke in the air or it could cause a detec-
tor to be isolated from smoke produced 
by a fire. The problem starts with the sys-
tem designer laying out smoke detectors 
that are based solely on a floor plan. Not 
taking into account the ventilation sys-
tem, which could cause delivery of too 
much or too little air around the smoke 
detector. This causes the detector not to 
detect the smoke, because the air is either 
diluted by high-volume airflow or the air 
around the detector is nearly stagnant.

Products for Testing
The Code states that periodic testing 

of the fire alarm system is to statistically 
assure reliability. It also requires smoke 
detectors to be tested in place annually 
using smoke or a listed product. FireTech 
Smoke (P/N FTS2) is a product that meets 
this criterion. A test is conducted using 
FireTech Smoke to verify that smoke will 
enter the detection chamber, activate 
the detector, and report an alarm condi-
tion at the control unit. While magnets 
are very useful for checking input/out-
put correlations and auxiliary functions, 
they test only the electronics within the 
smoke detector, not the device’s ability 
to detect smoke. FireTech Smoke simu-
lates smoke and verifies that smoke will 
activate the detector.

There is equipment that is used to diagnose problems and some 
equipment that makes the job easier. The following paragraphs 
highlight that equipment and how to perform proper ITM on fire 
alarm systems employing spot-type smoke detectors.

An ITM Program is Proactive
ITM is a total quality program. Inspections are required at 

least every six months. During those inspections, the technician 
verifies the location and condition of all smoke detectors. Tests 
are then conducted to identify anything that could prevent the 
device from operating. Maintenance is performed to correct any 
discovered problems.

One common problem, found during inspections, is obstructions 
covering the detector. Workers will sometimes cover smoke detec-
tors to protect them during renovation projects. When these tem-
porary covers are not removed after the construction or renovation 
work is completed the detector can’t properly perform. One job of 
the inspecting technician is to discover these temporary covers and 
remove them. 

Another thing the technician should look for during these semi-
annual inspections is the presence of dust, cobwebs, and similar 
debris in the sensing chamber, which can cause an unwanted 
alarm. This problem is corrected by cleaning the chamber.

FTS2

“The best way to assure that these systems 
will perform as intended during an emergency 
is to follow the ITM requirements outlined  
in Chapter 14 of NFPA 72...”
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Campus Housing Fire Safety
By Mark Conroy

FireTech Smoke, used without a dis-
penser, falls in the open-delivery testing 
category and allows a technician to ob-
serve how the test smoke moves within 
a space. Open delivery is the most com-
mon form for testing smoke detectors 
and replicates the way smoke reaches a 
detector during a fire.

The other testing category utilizes an 
enclosed delivery system, which uses 
dispensers that surround the smoke  
detector. Enclosed delivery systems are 

Continued from page 3
Feature

useful if a smoke detector has built-in 
signal that is processing, as these detec-
tors will reject the initial blast of test 
smoke and not sample the air within the 
detection chamber again for 5-10 sec-
onds. Enclosed delivery systems prevent 
the smoke from dissipating during this 
confirmation period, while open deliv-
ery methods require that the technician 
time the bursts of test smoke or use short 
spurts every couple seconds to activate 
the smoke detector.

Open delivery is not practical with 
high ceilings or where there are obstruc-
tions. In buildings with high ceilings or 
where it is not possible or practical to 
place a ladder directly below the smoke 
detector, the SOLO series enclosed-deliv-
ery system is the best device for testing 
smoke detectors. It has an access pole, 
which allows the technician to reach 
ceiling level smoke detectors without 
climbing. Depending on the need, poles 

I was reminded of the dangers that 
college students face by a fire that  
occurred on April 28, 2013. The fire 
broke out in a quiet Boston neigh-
borhood and claimed the life of a  
Boston University student. Although 
the fire was overshadowed by the  
Boston Marathon attack, it really struck 
a chord with me as this kind of thing 
should never happen. We send our  
kids off to college and we expect them 
to be safe.

As fire safety professionals, we should 
take time to remind college students of 
the importance of being prepared for a 
fire emergency, for both on- and off-cam-
pus living. Fire safety is the responsibil-
ity of the student as well as the building 
owner. Here are my 10 recommendations 
for every college student:

1.   Students should make sure  
that their college living areas  
have working smoke detectors 
and periodically test them.

2.   Students should choose a  
meeting place before a fire  
occurs and always know how 
many people, and the names  
of those people, are sleeping  
in their area of the building.

3.   Students should plan their  
escape routes and have two  
ways out before a fire occurs.

4.   Students should keep these  
escape routes clear and not allow 
storage in halls or stairwells.

5.   Students should determine which 
windows can be used for escape 
before a fire occurs and make sure 
they can open them easily.

6.   Students should practice emer-
gency exit routes and discuss  
the need to crawl low and avoid 
inhaling smoke during a fire.

7.   Students should never ignore 
a fire alarm and should always 
evacuate a building upon  
hearing one.

8.   Students should read the instruc-
tions of portable fire extinguishers 
before a fire occurs.

9.   Students should pull a fire alarm 
or call 9-1-1 if a fire extinguisher 
is being used and only use it if  
the fire is small.

10. Students should only use a fire 
extinguisher if all other people are 
exiting the building and the fire 
department is being notified.

While students need to take responsi-
bility for their own safety, college dormi-
tory administrators and off-campus stu-
dent housing owners need to fulfill their 
duties. The administrators and owners 
must respond when smoke detectors 
and fire extinguishers aren’t working or 
are missing. They also need to conduct 
periodic inspections to ensure that fire 
alarms and fire extinguishers will work, 
that they are in the right locations, and 
that there are at least two clearly marked 
escape routes. In addition, communicat-
ing the above student responsibilities 
and circulating fire safety education will 
increase fire safety.

Reminding college students of the 
importance of being prepared for a fire 
emergency and their responsibilities for 
their own safety might save a life. Re-
minding school administrators and off-
campus housing owners of their respon-
sibilities is equally important, because 
when we send our kids off to college, we 
expect them to be safe. F
Mark Conroy is an engineer in the Boston, MA 
office of Brooks Equipment Company LLC.  
Copyright © 2013, all rights reserved.

Continued on page 5
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Did You Know?

That Brooks offers the only Exit and Emergency Light training in our industry. 
Register for a class near you to learn how you can increase your revenue. 

Counterfeit Portable  
Fire Extinguishers

GENUINE, COUNTERFEIT

CIRCLES ARE CUT INTO LABEL

Continued from page 4

are available to reach detectors installed 
at ceiling levels as high as 30 feet. The  
access pole is also handy for reaching 
over obstructions, like desks or tables. 
Because the dispenser holds the smoke in 
place, often only one blast of test smoke 
is needed to create an alarm condition. 
But because of the dispenser, the affect 
of the building ventilation airflow can-
not be observed.

Additional Tests for Main-
taining Optimal Functions

Smoke detectors are designed to sense 
smoke within a specific range and the 
Code requires that detectors be sensi-
tivity tested at least every two years to  
assure that they will operate within that 
range. The best test method is to use a cal-
ibrated test with the Trutest system. The 
Trutest device allows a metered amount 
of smoke into the sensing chamber, 
which is displayed on a digital readout to 
be recorded when the detector signals an 
alarm condition. A big advantage is that 
it not only assures operation within the 
sensitivity range, it also acts as a smoke 
entry test. Another great attribute of this 
technology is that it is not specific to one 
manufacturer, thereby allowing it to be 
used on any smoke detector.

Establishing an ITM program for a 
building’s fire alarm system will help en-
sure a reasonable level of life safety by 
warning the building’s occupants when 
there is a fire. With a proper ITM pro-
gram, problems will be discovered and 
corrected. Knowing the types of prob-
lems that can be encountered and un-
derstanding the proper types of test 
equipment will not only make the work 
easier, it will help ensure these systems 
continue to function as designed and 
provide the proper fire warnings so that 
people can move to a safe location. F
Todd Warner is a product manager for the fire 
alarm product line in the Chapel Hill, North 
Carolina, office of Brooks Equipment Company. 
He is NICET Level IV certified in fire alarms 
and is a member of NFPA 72 Technical Com-
mittee on Fundamentals of Fire Alarm Systems. 
Copyright ©2013, all rights reserved.

On March 21, 2013, the US Coast 
Guard (USCG) issued a Marine 
Safety Alert bulletin that concerns  
counterfeit portable fire extinguish-
ers found in the field. The extin-
guishers identified by the USCG are 
counterfeits of extinguishers manu-
factured by Amerex, Buckeye, and 
possibly Badger.

USCG notes in their bulletin that 
the counterfeit extinguishers present 
a significant safety hazard because 
their capability to extinguish a fire is 
unproven for the following reasons:

• Extinguishers could contain  
something other than an  
extinguishing agent

• Cylinder is not DOT approved
• Pressure gauge may not function
• Pressure gauge could give  

false readings
These counterfeit dry-chemical 

extinguishers can be identified as 
follows:

• Counterfeit cylinders have 
welded seams and the cylinder 
bottoms have a rounded  
curved-in lip

• Cylinders also don’t have the 
date stamped on the bottom 

• Counterfeit units do not have  
security imprint/texture on the 
extinguisher nameplate

• Counterfeit units may have  
duplicate serial numbers

 ¨ Counterfeit Amerex  
 extinguishers use serial   
 No. V-654690 

 ¨ Counterfeit Buckeye  
 extinguishers use serial 

  No. K-094927 with a red   
 lever/handle and serial 

  No. YMU76222 with a  
 black lever/handle

• USCG also notes that the  
pressure gauges may be the 
wrong color. 

USCG believes that the counterfeit 
production is not limited to Amerex 
and Buckeye, because there have 
been unconfirmed reports of Badger 
counterfeits.

Anyone discovering counterfeit 
extinguishers should report their 
findings to USCG at typeapproval@
uscg.mil and Underwriters Labora-
tories at anticounterfeiting@us.ul.com. 
You should provide a complete de-
scription of the suspect units and  
include photographs. F
An official copy of the USCG Marine Safety  
Alert bulletin can be downloaded at  
http://www.brooksequipment.com/email/ 
USCGCounterfeitAlert4-24-13.pdf
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By John Wilmowski

Meet Kelly Venable – Director of Inside Sales
Before joining Brooks in No-

vember 2008, Kelly Venable 
spent her days chasing after her 
two sons and managing a linen 
rental business. “I decided to 
come back to work to earn more 
income and start saving for col-
lege,” she says.

Kelly’s career quickly evolved 
from her early days as a Sales 
Trainer, to eventually taking on 
the role of Sales Development 

Manger, and now serving as Brooks’ Director of Inside Sales.
“I enjoy working with a group of people at Brooks who 

are all so dedicated to their customers,” she says. “Every ac-
count manager truly cares about the job that they do, and 
they take personal care of each and every customer.”

Kelly coaches her team to develop relationships with cus-
tomers, understand each customer’s unique needs, and how 

to take advantage of all that Brooks offers. “Each day brings 
a new challenge,” she says.

And after nearly five years in the sales department, Kelly 
has seen that partnering with Brooks can help a customer’s 
business operate more efficiently.

“Brooks customers are very well educated in their par-
ticular marketplace. They understand the value that Brooks 
brings to their business, especially the fact that most prod-
ucts can get to them within one to two days. Brooks Re-
wards is the best way for our customers to take full advan-
tage of everything we have to offer."

When away from her desk, Kelly cheers on her teenage 
sons, ages 14 and 18, who both play competitive lacrosse 
and participate in summer travel teams. Her oldest son will 
attend UNC Chapel Hill in the fall.

“I’m a native Charlottean and all of my family and my hus-
band’s family, siblings and in-laws all live close by in Char-
lotte,” she says. “I enjoy living in North Carolina because of 
the close proximity to the mountains and beaches.”F

Employee Spotlight

As we move about our busy days 
performing monthly inspections and 
annual maintenance of fire extinguish-
ers, we sometimes miss the things right 
in front of us. One of the things often 
overlooked involves the identification 
of extinguishers as well as the require-
ment that they be hung on hangers. 
The good news for us life safety pro-
fessionals is that NFPA 10 has remained 
very clear about requirements for ex-
tinguisher location markings and the 
fact that extinguishers cannot be in-
stalled on the floor. 

First of all, extinguishers can’t be in-
tentionally blocked from view. Section 
6.1.3.3.1 of the 2010 edition reads as 
follows:

6.1.3.3.1 Fire Extinguishers 
shall not be obstructed or 
obscured from view. 

In some locations, this just can’t be 
avoided, so NFPA 10 accounts for those 

places with an allowance in 
6.1.3.3.2, which requires that 
marking be provided for those 
locations. If we look to the An-
nex for an explanation of these 
“means” we find the follow-
ing explanation in A.6.1.3.3.2, 
which reads: 

A.6.1.3.3.2 Acceptable 
means of identifying the 
fire extinguisher locations 
include arrows, lights, 
signs, or coding of the  
wall or column. 

Section 6.1.3.8.3 addresses 
those situations where the ex-
tinguisher is sitting on the floor.  
It reads as follows: 

6.1.3.8.3 In no case shall  
the clearance between the 
bottom of hand portable fire 
extinguisher and the floor  
be less than 4 in. (102 mm). 

So, the next time 
you are conducting a 
monthly inspection or 
annual maintenance 
check, remember to 
look for signs and 
re-hang any extin-
guishers you find on 
the floor. Also, when 
you speak with your 
Brooks representative 
make sure you ask 
about our full line of 
signs and extinguisher 
wall hooks. F

John Wilmowski is the Director of Outside  
Sales. When not on the road, he works out of  
our Phoenix, AZ office. Copyright © 2013,  
all rights reserved. Brooks Tech Tips can be  
reproduced with permission from Brooks.

Extinguisher Locations and Obstructions 
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Farewell To The Chief

It is with mixed feel-
ings that we accept the 
resignation of Chief 
Darrell “Hoagie” Har-
guth, a long time icon 
in the Brooks family 
and the fire equip-
ment and service in-
dustry. Mixed feel-
ings, because although 
we will miss his many 
contributions to the 
company and his advocacy for fire pre-
vention, we also recognize that his re-
tirement will now allow him to spend 
quality time discovering all of those 
things he never had time for and find-
ing new roads to follow.

Born in the depression era, Hoagie 
grew up in Minnesota, the Land of 
10,000 Lakes, and a state known for 
the cheery disposition of its residents. 
Perhaps that is why people have been 
drawn to Hoagie’s smiling face and 
friendly demeanor throughout the 
years. Joining the Navy in 1951, Hoagie 
spent 4 years in the service, traveling to 
Korea and finishing his service on the 
USS Hornet, now on permanent display 
in Alameda, CA. His first job out of the 
service was 9 years as a plant operator 
for Standard Oil (now Chevron). He be-
gan his fire related service in 1962 as 

a fire fighter in the Contra 
Costa County Fire District 
in Northern California and 
moved to the Fire Preven-
tion Bureau in 1980. His 
tenure there included plan 
checker, Sr. Inspector, Chief 
Inspector and Assistant 
Chief Fire Marshal for the 
district. “Retiring” from 
Contra Costa Fire District 
in 1991, Hoagie entered the 

next step in his career, joining the Fire 
Equipment Manufacturers Association 
(FEMA) as a Code Consultant, where 
he remained for ten years. Thinking 
that it was time to slow down and “re-
tire” once again, Hoagie left FEMA in 
2001, but little did he know that re-
tirement was not in his immediate fu-
ture.  Brooks Equipment Company con-
tacted Hoagie and made him an offer 
he could not refuse. Hoagie has spent 
the last 12 years as a Code Consultant 
for Brooks, in addition to representing 
the company in numerous Fire Preven-
tion Officer (FPO) groups, Advisory 
Committees and as a much-appreciated 
advisor for CALSAFE. Hoagie also con-
tributed valuable articles and insight 
to his “A Chief’s Perspective” column 
in the Brooks Equipment quarterly 
newsletter (Hot Topics) over the years. 

His contributions to Brooks and the 
industry have been many, so much so 
that in 2008 the National Association of 
Fire Equipment Distributors (NAFED) 
awarded Hoagie the Lifetime Achieve-
ment Award for his contributions to the 
industry.

Hoagie married Marilyn, the love of 
his life, in 1969 and he has said that is 
when his life really began. After raising 
Hoagie’s three children and Marilyn’s 
son, the two enjoyed traveling and you 
could always find Marilyn at each of 
the meetings that Hoagie attended, as 
he always said she was his right hand 
gal. Sadly, Hoagie lost Marilyn in 2011 
but she will be fondly remembered by 
all of the industry people who got to 
know her over the years.

Hoagie is proud of his years with 
Brooks and says that the company is 
truly a class act. He hopes to stay in 
contact with all of the “family” he has 
met along the way and says he is look-
ing forward to finally “retiring”… but 
who knows, after all we have heard that 
one before! So long, Chief and thanks 
for a wonderful 12 years! F
Edie Wade is a Code Consultant of  
Brooks Equipment Company, LLC.  
Copyright © 2013, all rights reserved.

UPLOAD THE NEW BROOKS  
COMPLIANCE GUIDE  

APP NOW! 
The response from Rewards Members has been overwhelming! 

Service Techs are finding it indispensable as a quick-reference tool.  
It’s a great way to educate themselves and their customers, 

increasing opportunities for upselling new products and services 
when on a service call. Download the App today at the Google  

Play or Apple App Store! 

By Edie Wade
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NEW

NEW

Brooks has expanded our 
personalized flyer library, as 
promised, and the new Amerex® and Badger™ 
Halotron® I personalized flyers are available now! 
To get your flyer and start increasing your sales 
today, contact your Account Manager, or visit us 
at BrooksEquipment.com. 

Product Gallery

NEW

For more information on these featured products, visit brooksequipment.com.

These STAND OFF BRACKETS make it easier to mount 
conduit and pipe. Each bracket is made from zinc-plated 
16-gauge steel for excellent strength to ensure pipe instal-
lations are neat and rigid. Conduit brackets line up to link 
bracket holes. These brackets are available in low and high 
profile versions. They are priced and sold in quantities of 25 
per box.

FireTech™ Canned Smoke 

A smoke detector is only helpful 
if it’s working and FireTech™ makes 
it easy to test many types of smoke 
detectors with just one product. 
CANNED SMOKE is perfect for testing 
smoke detectors because it is efficient 
and easy to use. It’s also economical 
with more tests per can. The silicone-
free formula contains no CFCs and uses 
low GWP propellant. UL/ULC listed.

Combining our emergency lights with an exit sign make 
this Brooks COMBO MINI LED EXIT SIGN & EMERGENCY 
LIGHT a real life saver. Mark interior building exits with 
this dynamic duo featuring high-impact thermoplastic 
construction and a snap-fit faceplate. Adjustable glare-free 
lighting heads for focusing on points of egress. Integral 
wiring channels, field-replaceable chevrons, test switch, 

status indicator, ni-cad 
battery and a universal 
mounting knockout for 
J-boxes also included. 
Dual 120/277VAC and 
UL listed.

Combo Mini LED Exit Sign & 
Emergency Light      

Brooks Mini Emergency Lights 

Big light in a little package. Brooks MINI EMERGENCY 
LIGHTS are standard in our fully adjustable, glare free light 

heads housed in high-
impact thermoplastic. 
Putting all the pieces 
together is literally a 
“snap” and the universal 
mounting plate makes 
installation simple. Also 

included are status indicators, test switches, and ni-cad bat-
teries. Bright mini lights showcase the way out of the build-
ing in an emergency. Dual 120/277VAC and UL listed.

BELR1LED

Stand Off Brackets 

LED4MINI

SBP15

Get More Privileges  
At Brooks!

FireTech™ Cabinets    

FTS2

SBP25

FT5PR

A step up from your standard 
fire extinguisher cabinet, FireTech™ 
CABINETS won’t rust or dent. 
There’s no glass to shatter, and each 
cabinet features a grid scored, UV-
resistant break panel for improved 
access. And in case of an emergency, 
the injection-molded plastic ham-
mer, with flexible torsion and ribbed 
grip, is just the ticket to apply force 
where you need it.


